libgsasl: use of possibly-NULL "output" where non-null expected

That is a s390x specific bugfix for the package libgsasl.

In function `gsasl_login_client_step':
[ 316s] client.c:88:21: error: use of possibly-NULL "output" where non-null expected [CWE-690]
[ 316s]    88 |       *output_len = strlen (*output);
[ 316s]       |  ^~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1) Branch https://build.opensuse.org/package/show/devel:libraries:c_c++/libgsasl
2) "osc co" of your home directory
3) Create patch for fixing the non-null error
4) Build it on the mainframe
5) "osc add" of the patch
6) "osc commit"